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If only speech were not a right but a privilege granted selectively by the state, our democratic freedoms
would be that much more secure.
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Accipiter Apr 27 Liked by eugyppius

It is the absolute right of the State to supervise the formation of public opinion.

Joseph Goebbels

Goebbels would feel perfectly at home today, as democracy is replaced by legions of jobsworths

with control in our best interests as their raison d'être.
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rjt Apr 27

Would it be polite to obtain a sample of Herr Voigt's DNA to ensure that there was no common

ancestor?
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Andrew Marsh Apr 27

I hear he's quite a perfectionist when it comes to house decoration.
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Accipiter Apr 27

😂 😂
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Mike Williams Apr 27

Goebbels would also feel at home in Australia.Does anyone know the exact source of the

quote in Goebbels speeches?
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Mitch Mitch’s Substack Apr 28

Not even Geobbels thought of banning foreign companies with servers in foreign

countries from airing speech to foreign citizens. Goebbels would shed a tear in pride.
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Mike Williams Apr 28

true..we have a spell class of Marxist bogan leader here.The question is...are they

stupid enough to try and block X IP ...
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Mitch Mitch’s Substack Apr 29

I don't think they're Marxists, they're managerialists. And they're practically

identical on the issues, with conservative parties just going the speed limit to the

same destination while leftist parties speed.

https://theupheaval.substack.com/p/the-china-convergence?

utm_source=profile&utm_medium=reader2

Our salvation, if there is any at all, will not be found in the political system.
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RiverHollow Apr 27 · edited Apr 27

Goebbels was right. The problem is only that anti-European forces won the war. Instead of the

State of Germany or any Western country supervising the formation of public opinion--which if

not supervised by an internal organized minority WILL be subverted by an external one--

international finance, through its proxies, dictates public opinion instead, to the detriment of all

but itself and its golems of the day.
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Kerry Davie Apr 27

I don't think you're giving 'The Public' (that is, all of us commoners) enough credit for

being able to listen/read, assess, and form our own valid opinions, without too much

interference from outside busybodies. A better approach is to have no restrictions at all;

let the 'gems of wisdom' fall where they may. Supervision by a government or agency is,

or should be, an anathema.
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RiverHollow Apr 28 · edited Apr 28

A cursory look at history, both ancient and modern, disabuses us of this idea entirely.

All technology and knowledge which is popularly attributed to "gems of wisdom

falling where they may" or the "marketplace of ideas" emerged not out of those

fictions but out of top-down incentives, often militaristic in nature, for the purpose of

managing external and internal threats to the ruling coalition. Any downstream

benefit to our personal lives is incidental, and any benefit it would provide at the

ruling coalition's expense is suppressed. See the pharmaceutical industry.

Consider that while commoners often are a source of good ideas, without the power

and assets jealously guarded by the ruling coalition, they can not be realized. If the

idea, or a certain implementation of it, can be of benefit to these power brokers, they

invest. If a commoner manages to grow an idea apart from these higher interests,

there exist many means by which to quash or commandeer it before even having to

label it a threat to 'our' freedom, democracy, human rights, etc.. This is how real

wealth always works. Beyond the realm of the inconsequential, real wealth is

developed only through a partnership with, and fealty to, authority.

Our problem is not authority, which is a primordial foundation of reality, but that the

authority which holds itself over us at this historical interlude is not of the same type

as ourselves, which if it were would seek to better itself through bettering us, but of

an external civilizational stock, which can only see us as cattle, or obstacles, for its

own type. Things do not have to be this way, but so long as we buy in to the anti-

authority smokescreen used to obscure the rather predictable deleterious

consequences of the existing authority's decisions, nothing will change.
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Mark Apr 27

Who are you referring to when you use the term “international finance “?

I hope you’re not saying that Goebbels was right about that too….
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RiverHollow Apr 28 · edited Apr 29

I am not one to ask why you hope to limit your intellectual horizons due to the

conditioning of certain avenues of thought as "beyond the pale". Perhaps this

conditioning, which you feel to have some reasonable grounding, is in fact emotional

manipulation without foundation.
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Ravishing Rudey Apr 30

Whether it has foundation or not, if people can't see that it's blatant emotional

and psychological manipulation which is designed to elicit Pavlovian responses,

then they are beyond help. The same goes for no-no words, the more people get

enraged when they are said, the more you know it's juiced up for precisely that

purpose
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Ravishing Rudey Apr 28

Of course not! Perish the thought
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Tardigrade Apr 28

What an excellent and timely quote. Looking up more, I'm struck by how many sound very

familiar today. https://www.azquotes.com/author/5626-Joseph_Goebbels/tag/propaganda
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Mark Apr 28

The radical Left has learned (and is implementing) far more from the Nazi Party playbook

than they will ever admit.

Propaganda, lawfare, and State control of private institutions (either directly or indirectly)

were tactics pioneered by National Socialist Germany.

It’s easy to see if you look for it, but you can’t unsee it…..
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Ravishing Rudey Apr 30

> Nahhhhtseeeees

> The raaaadical Leffffft

Your mind is trapped in a mirrored cage of pre-fabricated signs and signifiers. It's all

boomer regime paradigms. I don't even expect you to understand what I am

objecting to, it's all too bewildering for you.
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Mark May 5

Go smoke another joint….
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Ravishing Rudey May 6

😂

 I don't do drugs. Never have. I'm pretty much a "turbo-nazi" compared

to you, you are stuck in boomer narratives.
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Blair Darkness to Light Apr 27 Liked by eugyppius

Looks like they're trying really, really hard to "save democracy!"
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Warmek Apr 27

It seems to me that a democracy must be extraordinarily weak if it must resort to such

measures.
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Helen Apr 27

Democracy is fragile and sadly, may be fleeting as well. I think we've taken it for granted,

not realizing we may have done so at our peril.
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Helen Apr 27

Yes they are really trying hard to save democracy by destroying it.
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Jim Davidson SpacePrivé News Apr 27 Liked by eugyppius

Those of us who made anonymous remailers possible thirty-five years ago and walked over

international frontiers with the code to public key cryptography printed on shirts are going to

continue building places where free and anonymous speech is possible. We did these things to

provide rape survivors places to discuss their experiences without fear of reprisal from their

brutalisers and we are not going to ever stop.
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Spaceman Spiff Postcards from the Abyss Apr 27

We live in an era where many need to be reminded the corporatization of life is a new thing.

Somehow before big corporations we did fine. The Internet did especially well since it was

popularized by a bunch of oddballs and geeks with no marketing budget.
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Ryan Apr 27

The history of cryptography in the '90s and of the cypherpunk movement more generally is

fascinating and should really be better known by people outside the field.
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PamelaDrew Pamela Drew #my2c Apr 27

Hackers Manifesto fab forgotten gem! <3

https://web.archive.org/web/20140425234400/https://phrack.org/issues/7/3.html
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Tardigrade Apr 28 · edited Apr 28

Fascinating reading. I'm old enough to remember when the only way to read the

Internet was by tractor-feed dot matrix printer (Apple ][ days), and microperf paper

was an exciting innovation.
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Dr Linda Apr 29

I remember those days as well
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Dr Linda Apr 29

Thank you
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Warmek Apr 27

It always amused me to wear that "RSA in four lines of Perl" shirt on trips to Mexico.

"THIS SHIRT IS A MUNITION"
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Mostly disagreeable Apr 27 Liked by eugyppius

"he bites his way stiffly through bland preformulated arguments like a squirrel chewing a stale nut

or a beaver gnawing through saplings."

PG Wodehouse level metaphor!

LOL
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Indrek Sarapuu Apr 27

I especially enjoyed the image of "a beaver gnawing through saplings."

Then I looked at his picture again...
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Susan Creed Apr 27

Me too! 

🤣
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Fred Ickenham Apr 28

A wonderfully apt comparison, in terms of using just the exactly right choice of concise witty

wording. He also has elements of Mark Twain, HL Mencken, and currently, similarities to the

biting metaphorical wit of M. Taibbi. To any of those who would ignorantly state that Germans

lack a sense of humor, I would refer them to one Eugyppius.
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jotolo Apr 27 Liked by eugyppius

Yes, the Government would like to know the names of its detractors.
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Bizarro Man Apr 27

Yes. We must prevent people from commenting anonymously so that everyone with an

unconforming opinion must run the risk of a screaming mob showing up at his house and

threatening him and his family. For democracy.
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Contarini Contarini’s Attic Apr 28

“… a screaming mob showing up at his house …”

Or the NKVD, or the Gestapo.

Or whatever cops serve the current regime.
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SoloD Apr 27 Liked by eugyppius

It is obvious to everyone....

Representative democracy has failed.

And we now need to modify the way we let our governments do the business of “promoting the

general welfare, and providing for the common defense.”

We also need a mechanism to accommodate citizen proposals for program and infrastructure

improvements and maintenance.

Citizenship is not about writing letters to elected officials or voting some good person into office.

Citizenship is about the Ratification or Annulment of each line of every law, rule, regulation and

supreme court decision on the books or that is on the docket waiting to be turned into law, policy

and taxes.

Nothing short of this is going to ameliorate the situation for the body politic.

During the 1992 Presidential campaign, Ross Perot observed that: "a general lack of accountability

among elected officials and those in the bureaucracy is the one specific reason that the people of

America suffered…. and our only means of correction is to inspect their work and hold them

accountable.”

Mr. Perot went on to note that this can easily be done with computer programs.

He called it: THE ELECTRONIC TOWNHALL.

“It is only logical that it will become our Fourth Branch of Government”, he said.

Objective reality:

the voting members of the US Congress and the State Legislatures do not have enough time to

read, comprehend or debate any of the laws they vote on. They vote 100 times a day, every fiveExpand full comment
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Michal Platek Apr 27

How come you wrote all that and missed the root cause of the problem while also introducing

new ways (AI) to exacerbate the problem even further?

100 new bills, every day? Are you kidding me?

The problem is the selection process of what even makes it to the docket in the first place!

Ross Perot failed to identify the problem, and I am glad he didn’t get into office if for the simple

fact that his bandaid would have only exponentially accelerated the breakdown of society.
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Bizarro Man Apr 27

I disagree. The problem is allowing people to have power over us. Thieves, psychopaths,

narcissists, sex maniacs, power freaks, child molesters and other model citizens are

attracted to power like flies to fecal matter. You can’t keep them out, and they use their

power to prevent us from throwing them out. You can fiddle with the settings on the

machine all you like; it makes no difference. Look at history. The human factor always

finds a way to corrupt the process.
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Michal Platek Apr 27

Well then we aren’t actually in disagreement. I gave the example of part of the

problem or root cause, and you provided color to it.

The example I gave, borrowed from SoloD, to be precise, is that if indeed we have

100 bills being voted on, every day, then what the heck are these bills that 200+

years of lawmaking hadn’t accounted for? It is time for a sweeping cleanup of not just

our representatives but of processes as well. That general spring cleaning should be

OUR “great reset.” Clear the clutter off the desk, take inventory of what had brought

us to greatness to begin with, prune off every sucker that has zero or negative return

on investment across the entirety of the government landscape, and then get the hell

out of the way to let everyone thrive and flourish. It’s true evil is drawn to power and

always will be, so then what’s lacking is controls and limits on size of government,

and some mechanism(s) that inherently prevents political swamp formation, or at

least drains it at a low limit threshold.
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Bizarro Man Apr 27

I share the temptation to to seek a technical solution, but the only solution must

begin with a massive reform of society itself. And unfortunately, due to original

sin, a virtuous society even if attained is an unstable equilibrium.
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Michal Platek Apr 27

Absolutely so.

But… maybe there is a way, an opportunity for actual virtue to win the day.

For example, isn’t a certain portion of the population that is actively only

virtue-signaling actively on a path to self-destruction? They will be outlived

due to their complete lack of progeny. In a way, they are handing over the

crown probably without even realizing it (!)
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SoloD Apr 28

But the sterile are being replaced 24/7 in unlimited numbers.
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Michal Platek Apr 29

I’m trying to wrap my head around this statement you made.

In my mind, sterility is intrinsically finite. What am I missing here?
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SoloD Apr 29

It is in reference to the new citizens brightening Europe

everywhere.
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Bizarro Man Apr 28

Let us hope and pray.
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SoloD Apr 27

I wrote that because I believe that direct democracy is the only realistic way to eliminate

the root cause of the problem.

AI is here and it is being used against us. We better figure out how to use it against them.

Yes, 100, two thousand page laws every day. No not kidding. It is at the state level too.

It will require a mass movement to change who gets to select the docket. This just might

be the most powerful position on planet earth. Everyone we have had in that position is a

fallible person. They have hopes and dreams and weaknesses a plenty. It is possible that

most of the people I have met in my life would, for $100 million, vote for nuclear war

against an unarmed party, perhaps even a large city in our own country.

Ross Perot identified the solution to the problem.

It is pure speculation on your part to declare that The Electronic Townhall would be

detrimental to the Citizens of the country or countries that used it.

Here a little more on the subject:

1. Perpetual referenda on any subject at all could be commonplace. Your vote for the govt,

the President, or whatever could be registered and changeable by you at any time so that

the shifting allegiances of the people could be monitored and seen by the people in

simple line charts, bar charts or whatever right there on their cellphones. That and similar

with any topic of the moment.

And all TOTALLY SECURE. Don’t be fooled by the govt voting machine fiasco. Our

programmers today can put up code that will run an app that securely takes one vote and

one vote only from a proven living, qualified citizen and registers it anonymously. And

gives them the ability to change it at any time.
Expand full comment
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Grape Soda Apr 27

Agree it’s theoretically possible for direct democracy to exist. Getting there from here

is the hard part.
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SoloD Apr 27

1. Perpetual referenda on any subject at all could be commonplace. Your vote for

the govt, the President, or whatever could be registered and changeable by you

at any time so that the shifting allegiances of the people could be monitored and

seen by the people in simple line charts, bar charts or whatever right there on

their cellphones. That and similar with any topic of the moment. And all TOTALLY

SECURE. Don’t be fooled by the govt voting machine bullcrap fiasco. Our

programmers today can put up code that will run an app that securely takes one

vote and one vote only from a proven living, qualified citizen and registers it

anonymously. And gives them the ability to change it at any time.

Such apps not only register the will of the people but let the people see it

themselves. En masse ! By the hundreds of thousands ! By the millions !

Not by rumour, not by MSM report, not by govt propaganda, not days after but

immediately !
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Bizarro Man Apr 27

You’re overlooking something. If your society is corrupt, no technical

gimmick can prevent corrupt politics. If it is not, no gimmicks are necessary.
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SoloD Apr 27

What you state is true.

Short of the Second Coming, the ETH is the only idea I have.

How do you suggest we go from a corrupt society to an honorable, just

and benevolent society?
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Bizarro Man Apr 27

I don’t know that it’s possible. It would require huge numbers of

people turning away from today’s shallow, demonic all-subsuming

weltenschaung, and back to embracing virtue, honor, morality, in

short — dare I say it? — to God. That can’t be engineered, only

encouraged by exhortation and example with the help of the Holy

Spirit.
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Susan J. Apr 27

Access may become a problem. Networks go down, sometimes deliberately. Must

every citizen have internet access? Who is going to provide network security and

how? Do you foresee open source code?

I'm in favor of direct democracy, as the representative form seems to have passed its

pull-by date. How in the world can Congress accept this 100 bills a day scenario?

Surely they know they cannot serve their constituency properly by voting for or

against a bill they personally have not read in its entirety?
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Kim Apr 27

It would take a cataclysmic scale EMP event for the Internet to go down long

enough that we can't simply delay the introduction of new laws and regulations.

Your congress doesn't accept 100 bills a day, they accept cash.
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Alan Devincentis Apr 27

Democracy is two wolves and a sheep decided what’s for dinner. How could you

be so stupid? Why do you think this nation was founded the way it was?
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Ravishing Rudey Apr 28

You don't need that much legislation. You need more plebiscites.
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SoloD Apr 28

Perpetual referenda on any subject at all could be commonplace. Your vote for

the govt, the President, or the millions nuances in the millions of laws, rules and

regulations could be registered and changeable by you at any time. This to

accommodate your matured thinking after observing the results of changes.
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Michal Platek Apr 27

Considering the length of your response to my comment, and completely missing the

point of what I attempted to convey, you leave me with these final words:

If the answer to the question “who is my audience?” is “me, myself and I,” then bless

your heart.

I’m out.
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SoloD Apr 27

Sir, please tell us what is the root cause of the problem. And how to fix it.

That is the only thing worth talking about.
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Alan Devincentis Apr 27

How about this. Here’s a fucking idea no one has had. Remove the idea that

corporations ore a person. Helllooo? Is there anybody in there. You remove

all campaign contributions from any thing that involves more than one

person. Problem solved. Overnight. Anyone caught cheating, execute. And

remove the elections of senators, as there was a reason for that as well.
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SoloD Apr 28

These are questions for: The Electronic Townhall.

IDEA: Write up both questions with their sub questions and post here.
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It'sUglyOutThere Apr 30

I have to agree, Michal. In years where legislators pass fewer laws, they're criticized by

the press and special interests for being an ineffective body. Apparently the measure of a

"good" congress is the vast quantity of new laws that they pass.

Of course, the question is, do we really need them to pass new legislation for the sake of

appearing to be hard workers? More to the point, do our laws need to be so complex that

they can't be read, debated, and voted upon by the people charged with doing so?

I recall when Obamacare was passed, congessional member were told by Nancy Pelosi

that they must pass it to know what was in it. That should automatically have elicited

100% NO votes from the membership, both sides of the aisle. Instead our elected officials

relinquish they're authority and vote how they're told. Our representative government is

broken, but need not be scrapped. It needs to be fixed.
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Ryan Gardner Apr 27

Don’t you think this could backfire due to "tyranny of the majority "?
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Rayzor Apr 27

Yes Ryan, it would lead to tyranny. As recent history has shown us, most people are easily

manipulated into farcical views, as witnessed by the capitulation of the “elite intelligentsia

“ during the Covid stupidity. A better solution is to “term limit “ the government to death.

In fact, government employees along with anyone receiving taxpayer financial assistance

should be barred from voting until their assistance ends.
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Bizarro Man Apr 27

Thus the saying: Democracy is two wolves and a sheep voting on what’s for dinner.
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Kerry Davie Apr 27

And Mr. Sheep says : " Of course you guys know I'm a vegetarian don't you?"
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SoloD Apr 28

No. The basic constitution and Bill of Rights are exempt from review.

And perhaps those who pay tax will have a plural vote, those who live on welfare will

have none.
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SoloD Apr 28

No. The basic constitution and Bill of Rights are exempt from review.

And perhaps those who pay tax will have a plural vote, those who live on welfare will have

none.
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Cynthia M Apr 27

As sensable as a fourth branch of government appears, I can already imagine the accusations

regarding disenfranchising voters. We can't even agree on fair voter laws for major elections;

imagine the mess it would be to set up an agreed upon system to enable citizens to constantly

be voting. The idea is brilliant but the implementation seems implausible.
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SoloD Apr 27

Mr. Perot publicly announced his intention to give the fourth branch of government to the

people in America if he was elected President.

But this attempt to empower our humanity was so far removed from the business-as-

usual-two-party-system that the talking heads and trolls yelled out that Mr. Perot was

trying to destroy our Constitution, our government and our way of life.

The ELECTONIC TOWNHALL was denounced as unworkable.

How would the poor participate?

How would fraud be prevented?

What about those who do not know how to read or use a computer?

In a final act of desperation the control freaks claimed that

letting the average citizen to pass judgment on the individual pieces of public law would

lead to anarchy.

But we all know the truth: only the concerned will bother to participate.

The media was so intensely negative towards the ELECTRONIC TOWNHALL that Mr. Perot

was forced to stop talking about it.

Its now been thirty two years since the proposal.

No other person of national reputation or significant influence has picked up the idea.

BUT the big two political parties regularly stage "townhall meetings" where they talk of

"reform" and "returning power to the people" and try to link themselves to the

empowering part of the idea without adding to its manifestation.

And still we suffer in the hopeless loop of: "candidates with a sense of morality and

respect for the Constitution who understand true brotherhood, justice and democracy

and who will do the right thing for us each and every time, trust me".

Humanity is now so debased that a sitting USA Supreme Court Justice cannot even give a

simple definition for "a woman", the acting President does not know what country he is in,

and the congress has borrowed and spent so much money that it can never be printed

much less be repaid.

... and the wars grind on...
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Benj Apr 27

The system we have presently is implausible; yet, here it is.
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SoloD Apr 28

Who should be allowed to "vote" in a jurisdiction?
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Rikard Apr 27 · edited Apr 27 Liked by eugyppius
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Same crap as here, only difference being here there was no outcry. That such things haven't been

implemented already is because the constitutional laws must be canged, which takes time, and

there's internal division on the issue in all parties.

The Socialist Democrat were and are terrified of such a law being used against them, so will

oppose it whenever they are not in governement: they have been busted several times for using

paid trolls, fake accounts bumping shares, views and likes, and the like. They are also deathly afraid

for someone to be able to legally map their communication-network and with which other

organisations they are in close communication with (organisations fronting Hamas, Hezbollah,

AQiM, and others like them f.e.).

OT: Today, three moslems were apprehended and arrested in a random spotcheck. The police

suspected them of narcotics-smuggling.

What they were smuggling? Anti-armour grenades. Swedish ones, the kind we've given to Ukraine.

LIKE (11) REPLY (3) SHARE

eugyppius Apr 27 Author

i can’t remember any specific scandals, but it’s plain that establishment politicians in germany

also rely on all manner of social media boosting, surely also by bot networks. perhaps voigt is

simply too stupid or out-of-the-loop to know that this is why you have to craft all social media

regulations as targeting foreign “disinformation” and keep the specifics vague.

LIKE (13) REPLY (1) SHARE

Rikard Apr 27 Liked by eugyppius

We need a test to identify such bot networks, to help people like this politician with his

truggle.

A. . . Voigt-Kampf test of some sort.

Tasteless jokes aside, you and me both are of the same general age as many or most

politicians in our nations; we and many others, including many elders, seem to understand

the internet just fine, including social media, even if we do not understand or know the

technical details.

I'm loathe to use stupidity as the explanation, how tempting it may be, because it feels like

letting them off the hook in a way. And out-of-the-loop is too attractive.

But what else is there? Have so many of our "leaders" been selected (or have been self-

selected by the organism called the party-state) for being stupid and out-of-touch?

That, is even scarier to me than any conspiracy.
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Kim Apr 27

I can think of some reasons:

Let's start with the voters; the grand majority really care little for who they vote for.

Most either vote according to family tradition, or slightly deviate after hearing that a

tax that affects them is being slightly lowered or getting virtue signalled to. All while

not even looking at how the grand sum of increased taxes will affect them or the

actual effects of what's being signalled.

People who are interested in building a future don't tend to be interested in putting

time into leading the masses.

Narcissists and loonies love nothing more than to have a mass of people

'unquestioningly' follow their lead.

The vast majorities' unwillingness to learn to read beyond the headline makes it very

lucrative for scammers to take part in 'democracy'.

Socialists are very willing to use subterfuge, such as titling their organizations in a

virtue signalling fashion, and false flag attacks, such as throwing rocks at their own

protests, to achieve their goals. Thus building public support.

Those who value truth, freedom and free will would of course not be willing to use

these highly efficient tactics.

...

The setup of a party being 'democratically' chosen to control a vast area of very

different sectors is at its core very undemocratic.

https://www.regeringen.se/sveriges-regering/finansdepartementet/statens-

budget/statens-budget-i-siffror/Expand full comment
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Warmek Apr 27

Yeah, I've been wondering what sorts of things *other* than drugs have come across our

southern border with some of those ten million illegal aliens.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Kim Apr 27

and selling ministry placements to imams in exchange for the votes held by their

congregations.
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SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… Apr 27 Liked by eugyppius

“Among other things, the man suffers from a peculiar rodentine aspect;”

-------------------

I love you so much.
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Charlotte Apr 27

I see the face of a mole (maulwurf). lol

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… Apr 27

What a wonderful word! It does grieve me though that rodents are so used at terms of

malignment. They are charming and intelligent.
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Charlotte Apr 27

I caught a mole in Germany once. They are protected so I had to catch him and

release him in a neighboring park, he was pretty cute, much cuter than this guy.

Maybe he is a woodchuck after all...
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SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… Apr 27

I can wholeheartedly think of him as a waterbug.

What a conundrum for me! "Rodentine" is such a glorious word.
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Cynthia Jeanne Ford Apr 27

What is so utterly brilliant about that is that it bypasses the ancient parts of the brain that

switch on with aggression and tribalism (as they don't comprehend metaphor) when a human

is associated metaphorically with a disease carrying organism, yet allows the newer language

comprehension parts of the brain to delight in the comparison.

"....the body of knowledge is shaken and transformed. Conservation becomes transgression.

'The positive assertion in a metaphor, ' writes Jan Zwicky, 'is always an act of overcoming.'"

(I am reading Jeffrey Donaldson, Missing Link: The evolution of metaphor and the metaphor of

evolution lol)

More polysyllabic metaphors for these lusus naturae I say!
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SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… Apr 27

I just love great explainers who say it with savage elegance.
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Username Apr 27 Liked by eugyppius

Voigt writes that, "Ideally, we should agree to... make the use of fake profiles a criminal offence."

This would put Germany in the company of Red China.
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Viv Apr 27 Liked by eugyppius

I would respectfully take issue with your description of the CDU as "centre right". A centre right

party leading by some margin ij the polls would be currenrly plotting a right wing coalition. Instead,

the CDU is the largest faction of the dark green socialist Block party. Their absence from

government is merely a temporary inconvenience to the subjugation of all to the global green

socialist order, but their not current coalition partners are doing a sterling back-up job.
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eugyppius Apr 27 Author

this is totally correct of course, but this seems to be what 'centre right' means now, and alas

not just in Germany.
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jotolo Apr 27 Liked by eugyppius

In Europe Conservative parties are not conservative. They are socialist light.
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Spaceman Spiff Postcards from the Abyss Apr 27

And not that light. More socialist heavy these days.
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Charlotte Apr 27

The CDU really is a perfect parallel with the Republican party full of warmongering, power

hungry politicians who never worked a real job before.
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CygneRouge CygneRouge’s Substack Apr 27 Liked by eugyppius

DEAR JESUS. 

🤮

For our part: here in the surpassingly free and wonderful United States, we are as you know

currently ruled by a dementia-addled child-huffing lunatic. There are now rumors of said lunatic

being replaced by current Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer during the Democratic Party’s

upcoming national convention (they are also SUPER DEMOCRATIC, as you can tell from the name!)

as the anointed Presidential candidate. During the pandemic, Gov Gretchie wielded such

democratic strokes as *blocking MI citizens from buying garden seeds and children’s clothing*,

because, obviously, gardening and children wearing new clothes were extremely dangerous

activities!
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Cynthia Jeanne Ford Apr 27

She is such a lipsticked atrocity it is true, but she is way too white for the spectacle they are

intending. First we will have pride month, which will overlap with perpetual encampments, then

the Republicans, then, I'd put money on someone "marginalized", maybe a transwoman who

has recently come out, or someone with pronouns and a label from the smorgasboard of

types, who will be the big reveal at the DNC. Here there are "gender reveal parties," where

people invite a bunch of people over and reveal the chosen gender of their child. One of these,

with some kind of lit balloons or lanterns being launched, started a devastating wildfire near

San Diego. That's my bet, DNC as a gender reveal party. But the horror of her having any more

power anywhere is certainly real. She's paying 500 dollars a month to anyone who brings a

"newcomer" into their spare bedroom, including in Dearborn and Hamtramack, where many,

despite being non-extremist Muslims, may not be able to discern if they have an illegal

extremist sleeper terrorist in their kids' outgrown bunk bed.
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CygneRouge CygneRouge’s Substack Apr 27

Oh, indeed, dear Cynthia, I’m sure many of these predictions will come true!! And I *can’t

believe* I forgot to mention: Guv Gretchie even faked her own kidnapping! 

🤪

A lipsticked (not to speak of Botoxed 

🥴

) atrocity, HAHAHAHAHAAHHA!
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Bizarro Man Apr 27

She reminds me of the lizard leader “Diana” in “V.” If I were in her presence, I’d be tempted to

toss a hamster at her, to see if she lunges for it.
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Mike Williams Apr 27

I will swap you our bland/asinine socialist/fascist Bot prime minister of Australia with your

lunatic..
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Myriad Mike Myriad’s Substack Apr 27 Liked by eugyppius

At some point, there is going to be “a great reconciliation” of these people!
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Spaceman Spiff Postcards from the Abyss Apr 27 · edited Apr 27

Voigt doesn't look like a fast runner. May need heavier rope and robust lamppost though.
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UM Ross Apr 27 Liked by eugyppius

I take solace in the fact that Herr Voigt's post got the epic (over 10:1) ratio it deserved.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Mitch Apr 27

these fascists need to be put down
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The Real Mario Voigt Apr 27

In the name of democracy, freedom and all things good and pure, I pledge (in the name of

Science™) to never again use a pseudonym on the internet. Now please excuse me, I need to go

and report some memes as hate crimes.
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Spaceman Spiff Postcards from the Abyss Apr 27

I only ever use my real name. Always have done 

😉
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Andrew Marsh Apr 27

Good to see the Real Mario Voigt does not have a room temperature, IQ, unlike the Mario Voigt

politician person.
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Edwin Edwin’s Newsletter #1 Apr 27

Both sides are left, only barely able to tell any difference at all.
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Username Apr 27

They're the left and right wings of the Socialist Party.
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Spaceman Spiff Postcards from the Abyss Apr 27

Left and Lefter, actually 

😝
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Anthony S. Factory Settings Apr 27 · edited Apr 27

Voigt's proposal is consistent with the ongoing upending of how democracy should work. To

condescending elites, the government doesn't serve the citizens. Rather, the citizens serve to

reinforce just how good and wise and technocratically perfect the government is. They belong to

the government. The government exists to validate their existence and give them meaning.

- You can't use a pseudonym, because then we can't find you and punish you.

- You can't say anything you want. That's dangerous to power.

- We need "diversity" of opinion, for reasons we can't explain except to say that "diversity" polls

well and it gives the illusion that people are participating in their own governance.

That last one is such a farce, because no one in the press questions exactly why the government

should be in the business of promoting diverse opinions. Diversity according to whom? By what

measure?

How can you support diversity of opinion while trying to restrict it?
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Kim Apr 27

It shouldn't be a surprise when the grand majority vote based on small changes in tax and

virtue signalling.

You don't really have 'democracy' to begin with when the 'democracy' bit only acts to pick

between a set of massive blobs of black boxes with vast effects on very very different sets of

things.

In virtue signalling the diversity in optics is the measure.
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DAL-E Llama, PhD, MPhil, MSc Publication Name Goes Here, Dum… Apr 27

A lot of this tension is resolved when you understand that people like this have different definitions

for words than normal people do.

Democracy = rule by an administrative state run by unelected bureaucrats with elected officials

serving advisory and marketing functions.

Fascism = rule by the elected officials of the people’s choice with the administrative state

subordinate to the will of the people.

The “our” in “our democracy” does not include “you”, prole.
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Andrew Devlin Apr 27

While they constantly accuse right leaning politicians of being fascist, these politicians let their own

“inner fascist” run roughshod over the freedom that so many have fought and died for in years

past.

Hopefully, people all over the world will take notice and boot the evil ones from even the slightest

bit of authority!
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Joshua Joshua in North Carolina Apr 27

These tyrants will have to be removed from power, against their will. They won't give up on their

own. They won't let us be.
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Tardigrade Apr 28

'Freeing German Democracy From the Inconvenient Opinions of German Voters'

I think you could market that as a bumper sticker and do pretty well for yourself.
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RiverHollow Apr 27 · edited Apr 27

This is actually really really based, if only someone who wasn't a gay hand-puppet for our enemies

was doing it. Imagine if women were gatekept from social media (instant increase in birth rate and

local social cohesion). Imagine if all shitlibs were gatekept from the internet (instantly healthier

cultural discourse). Imagine if we just cut the cables to India (self explanatory). Unironically

unfathomably based, in the right hands.
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Kim Apr 27

It sounds harsh but it does bring to mind how the Swedish politicians wanted lockdowns and

forced injections but were stopped by the courts due to laws set in place by the kings of old.

In other words, the tyranny of democratically elected officials were hindered by the freedoms

ensured by ancient, benevolent, dictators.
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Garth Sears Apr 27

These pukes need to be drawn and quartered publicly.
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Tony DeMarco Apr 27

Citizen EG (whomever you are):

For crimes including exposing government stupidity, using an avatar to identify yourself and

multiple wanton attempts disrespectful of our representative democracy and using big words you

are immediately deplatformed. This is done to protect free speech and more importantly to combat

misinformation.
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Charlotte Apr 27

The stale nuts that Voigt was fed to parrot on TV are the same talking points from every country

that promised to “Build Back Better”. The US just pushed through a bill that Biden signed that gives

Biden the sole discretion of banning TikTok and presumably other platforms if he deems them

dangerous. TikTok is only going to be banned because the state actors cannot control speech on it

(this control is necessary for both parties, McConnell also wants this power), it has nothing to do

with ownership. Rishi Sunak is also tightening speech offenses online, these pseudo conservative

parties are now promoting the worst censorship policies. These are not clever people, they have

demonstrated time and time again how they are hollow inside, completely bereft of critical thinking

in emergencies like Covid, so where are they getting these talking points? I’m thinking some of

those NGO’s being paid for by our taxpayer monies are giving them these ideas. Though I’m not

sure which one is mainly responsible.
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Spaceman Spiff Postcards from the Abyss Apr 27 · edited Apr 27

I have begun to realize the prize is not ours to win but theirs to lose. With pronouncements like this

Voigt is doing our work for us.

Perhaps our strategy to waken up the sluggish masses should not be to tackle their logic, but to

tacitly encourage the Voigts to go much further.

You should only be able to comment on social media with your webcam on so you are

photographed mid-comment. These guys after all are totally out of touch. Extreme ridicule seems

the best method to rid ourselves of all this.
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Colin Hunt Colin’s Substack Apr 27

This is amusing. "Because the AfD in general and Höcke in particular are antidemocratic fascists,"

Evidence please. The governing Red-Green coalition have long ago outed themselves. So, what's

your evidence that AfD are fascists? Do you even know what fascism is?
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Charlotte Apr 27

I believe he is being sarcastic here.
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Colin Hunt Colin’s Substack Apr 27

Maybe, maybe not. There's a long established trend going back at least 60 years to try to

portray National Socialism and fascism as creations of right wing thinking despite its

obvious falseness. This is not an area where it is useful to be ambiguous.
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Warmek Apr 27

Have you read anything else from this author before? I have read quite a lot from him,

and I guarantee that he is being sarcastic.
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Spaceman Spiff Postcards from the Abyss Apr 27

He is using the lowest form of wit. Do pay attention at the back, Hunt. 

😠
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Corkey Apr 27

Nazis
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John Lester Apr 27

But of course, it is AfD that is attempting to bring back National Socialism. Funny how the leftist

thinking seems to be creeping into the center Right. We have that issue here also, probably the

result of another Chinese virus.
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overflowing ashtray nobody with nothing to say Apr 28

like you can’t tell from the toothometry that that fucker is a psycho?
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Contarini Contarini’s Attic Apr 28

The American founders used pseudonyms, with good reason.
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Godfree Roberts Here Comes China Apr 27

Permission to speak, sir?
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Fear Apr 27

I don't understand German but if I heard that guy's message barked out from a podium in front of

20,000 adoring fans I bet it would sound familiar.
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Roc Findlay Apr 27

This bloke suffers from the left, right syndrome; when he leans to the left, there’s nothing right;

when he leans to

the right, there’s nothing left.
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Rebekah Barnett Dystopian Down Under Apr 27

The difference between German and Australian politicians/bureaucrats is that the Australians don’t

retract their statements when they go on the news explaining why free speech should be censored

online.
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Eldeezy Apr 27

I am getting truly sick of all these moronic politicians that are running and ruining our collective

lives by imposing ridiculous and malicious laws and policies upon us. (By "us" I mean all the born

citizens of all the so-called western democracies) who the hell keeps electing these assholes

anyways?
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Warmek Apr 27

Well, *that's* blatant. Perhaps his license to use oxygen should be revoked.
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Mark Alexander Ministry of Truthiness Apr 27

Comparing Mario Voigt to a beaver is insulting to beavers, in the same way that comparing Fauci to

a weasel is insulting to weasels.
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PamelaDrew Pamela Drew #my2c Apr 27

"These are ideas being cooked up in back rooms by unholy swarms of think-tankers and lobbyists,

determined to find a means of finally freeing German democracy from the inconvenient opinions of

German voters."

There's an ongoing race to achieve this by politicians this across the 'free world' or at least

contribute sufficiently to platform censorship & hobble it globally.
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working rich Apr 27

Didn’t the Nikki Haley lady want to ban pseudonyms in the USA too?
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Mark Alexander Ministry of Truthiness Apr 27

Yes, but after the blowback she had to backtrack a teensy weensy bit:

https://apnews.com/article/nikki-haley-anonymous-social-media-online-

8fa8bfd5d9022f3fa2d06b8f474587d6
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Quarrelsome Life Quarrelsome Life Apr 27

Good democrats must destroy democracy in order to save democracy from Evil "far right" who

want to destroy democracy!
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AwakeNotWoke Apr 27

This is what the world expects from Germany. Totalitarian censorship. A secret police security

surveillance state .The Stasi weren't the first German secret police and they certainly weren't the

last. The more things change, the more they remain the same.
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Andrew Marsh Apr 27

Mario Voigt et al - please do go away by all means possible. Also, please do tell us, the 'little

people', how did you - Mario Voigt et al - get access to the family brain cell?
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James Bryson Apr 27

FOVoigt
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Andrew Marsh Apr 27

Well put. Foreign Office. We've got 'just call me Dave' Dear Lord Cameron of Chipping Norton.

So that means FODave.... it works!!! It works!!!
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Sue Don Nim Apr 29

Sue Don Nim is my real name. Honest.
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Gardner Goldsmith Gardner Goldsmith Apr 29

HI -- I was looking for Voigt's original statement pushing the license idiocy. The hyperlink here goes

to his follow-up on X, but I'd like to write about this story, and wonder if anyone might be able to

show me the original five-point "plan" Voigt pushed? I hope to cite it. Thanks, if you can help!
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sonya Apr 29

Sad.
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Gardner Goldsmith Gardner Goldsmith Apr 29

Eugyppius, do you have a link to his first statement, pushing the idea of the online license? I want to

write about this, but can't find the first statement, just the hyperlink to his "clarification"! Anyone

else who might be able to help, thank you, as well!
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Tomasz Goetel The Flying Fish Apr 28

Mr. Eugyypius Man, you are extremely right that Herr Voigt is "extremely right".

If one assumes that the will to 'make order' is a feature of German national character, internet

anonymity is a calamity.

Internet Passports should be issued immediately in order to protect the Order of German

Democracy.

The reason everyone has to have passports is mainly to do with keeping Order. Order is essential at

times like this.

Suppose you and I were allowed to wander around the world-wide web without any proof of who

we were: nobody would be able to find us when it was our turn to be deported, and German

Democratic Order would go out of the window.

The "United" Kingdom are about to round-up "illegal immigrants" into detention centres on the way

to deportation to Rwanda. The military cops in the Federal Republic may later this year round up

"illegal internet surfers" for deportation to Ukraine frontlines. So, as I said (paraphrasing Bertolt

Brecht), the reason everyone has to have Internet Passports is mainly to do with keeping Order.

Order is essential at times like this.
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Danno Apr 28

I hope my online commenting license is the first one revoked. I need to get more exercise.
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Quakeress Quakeress’s Substack Apr 28

Nothing says "saving democracy" like curtailing free speech.
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Tardigrade Apr 28

'There is also the matter of requiring people to use their real names, because freedom of

expression should not be hidden behind pseudonyms.'

Sounds lofty, but everybody knows they mean you can't arrest people if you don't know who they

are >cough< eugyppius >cough<

Americans who are inclined to agree with outlawing pseudonyms might do well to remember that

many of our Founding Fathers, including Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Paine, engaged in the

practice even after the Revolution had taken place

https://csac.history.wisc.edu/2022/07/22/pseudonyms-and-the-debate-over-the-constitution/
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Suzie Apr 28

“ While this campaign has provoked sharp opposition both abroad and here in Germany, it seems to

have shifted the terms of debate, bringing even more repressive schemes into the realm of

contemplation.”

It truly is quite the phenomena! When they get pushed back, or laughed at or mocked to scorn for

their insane idea of the day, they then just proceed to come back later with another, equally or even

more insane idea.

It’s stunning.

But nonetheless, all their insane ideas do all seem to revolve around one central theme:

“Shut the People Up, and How We will Punish You if You Won’t.”
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mykcooper Apr 28

Another name to add to the Nuremberg list....
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Ravishing Rudey Apr 28

Watching Voigt's smug grin while spouting banal orthodoxies in that debate was painful. Never has

there been a face more in need of concrete paving.
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Overtheblues Apr 27

If you mention 'backroom discussions' and 'thinktanks' you are liable to be labelled with the

dreaded 'C' word (cccooonsspiraccy) - and yet, you only need to see what they are cooking up in

terms of censorship to see that it amounts to a very publicy visible conspiracy to drive out any

opposing views. In fact it is so bad now that (just like in Germany circa 1936) that unless you are

showing you are on board with the conspiracy, you are actually the 'enemy' of rationality and

'democracy'. 'Inversion of Virtue' is how Tucker Carlson describes it.
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Mark Apr 27

And these morons can’t understand why the AfD is gaining popularity.

Or maybe they do understand….
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Joseph Wiess Crann na beatha Apr 27

A revocable license to speak, either in person, over wire, or internet violates article 19 of the

Declaration of human rights.

Oh, nvm, Germany didn't sign the Declaration of human rights.

But it most definitely violates Article 5 of the German constitution.
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Franco Castello Apr 27

Would you mind to explain this claim a bit further:

„Because the AfD in general and Höcke in particular are antidemocratic fascists, allowing them

anywhere near a microphone is very likely to destroy our entire system of government, that is what

a weak and failed state we have here in Germany.“
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elsterbirb Apr 28

He's being sarcastic -- he means that according to the media / to popular wisdom, the AfD and

Höcke are slandered as "antidemocratic fascists."
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Joerg-M Rudolph Apr 27

You: » … being eminently righteous and correct in all things [CDU Voigt] does not manifest in an

ability to defeat the very wrong and evil arguments [AfD, Höcke] of his opponents. It’s very weird

how that works, perhaps somebody should look into it.« Me: According to my years of occupation

with that question, the answer is simple (think Ockham): Those surveyed, »we, the people, as

Jefferson once formulated for others than Germans, are dump, stupid, and incapable of making

»reasonable«, responsible decisions. We would, as someone in my surroundings once remarked,

vote for the death penalty for »Taximörder«. Hence, we must be shepherded by knowledgeable

people, professional politicians, intellectuals, lawyers, authors, journalists, … in short, people like
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people, professional politicians, intellectuals, lawyers, authors, journalists, … in short, people like

Scholz, Habeck, Merkel, and, of course, Voigt. Shepherded, of course, means to let lgo of the

hounds from time to time or be governed as the English did with their empire: with legalized

lawlessness.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Suzie Apr 28

Saw a meme:

The People cannot be trusted. Thus, they need to elect us, People, to tell them what’s good for

them.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Shelagh Anne Shackleton Shelagh’s Substack Apr 27

The government of Australia will eagerly follow suit.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

AntonioB Apr 27

the style in the first paragraphs, like in other articles, reminds me a bit of ETA Hoffmann in Kater

Murr...

Well Germany did already strike people for their speech online: Alina Lipp (and her mother too!).

Voigt is just saying what EU Politburo has been saying for some while.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Adrian Ryan Apr 27

If this were just occurring in German politics then it would be both interesting and comical, a local

issue that would eventually get resolved. But it isn't, is it? It is a phenomenon occurring

simultaneously across the West, and indeed in some measure wider than that, at least in other so

called democracies that are not truly democracies. It is revealed not just in political rhetoric but

also in societal shifts, including: Pandemic policy (now moved on to the WHO power grab); Anti

white maleness (racism and sexism); CRT and Intersectionality pseudo science (the ideology of

envy, jealousy and laziness); Anti Semitism (linked to the afore mentioned ideology of envy - also

anti East Asian, in America at least, apparently Chinese and Jews are all white now...); The utter

lunacy of Trans Ideology (right out of the Hunger Games Capitol!); and the big one, Climate

Alarmism (completely devoid of a basis in applied science and real world data, being, as it is,

sustained by challengeable physics theory and mathematical models and corrupted media

messages that declare, maliciously erroneously, that the science is settled. As one meme put it, "Of

course the science is settled if you censor the dissenters"...).

I do not believe in coincidence. It cannot be coincidence that all of the above emerges and

becomes mainstream in all places simultaneously. The pattern belies the random, and even the

madness of crowds, although relevant downstream, cannot explain it. Therefore it must be

orchestrated but by whom and why and how. The How is relatively easy to discern, Philanthropic

foundations and NGOs and the UN/WHO itself (consider who set the UN up, hint, no it wasn't

FDR...). The why is murky and the subject of various Theories (conspiracy or otherwise) but

ultimately it comes down to power and control. The Who is even harder to unpick. However a

recent academic work has just been published that deals with referenced fact and statements that

emerge and interconnect from the early 1900s to current times and paints a compelling picture of

the guiding ideology and vision for a new world order behind everything that, in my opinion, fits the

experiential reality perfectly. The initial motivation may well have been good, might even remain so,

but the facts do not support the mechanisms being used to bring about the fruition of this vision,

which means manipulation, and absolute power corrupts absolutely and thus the realisation of this

vision will surely result in dystopian totalitarianism, as it always has in history. The human race is

simply not ready for a One World Government, especially not one managed by unelected self

proclaimed "Elites". I mean does anyone trust these people? With the future wellbeing of our

children..??!!

But don't take my word for it, check out the book for yourself. It is called Rockerfeller: Controlling

The Game, by Danish academic Jacob Nordangard. Dare to open your eyes?
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Bryan Apr 27

There was a German politician or at least politically connected, in the 1930’s maybe, who said

something to the effect “we are in favor of democracy so long as we can control it”. Am I

remembering correctly?
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Cameron Apr 27

Similar things trying to be done in Australia right now
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Bizarro Man Apr 27

This character Voigt looks like a fatuous ass, if his photo is anything to go by. I know I should be

more charitable, and that my impression is likely colored by Eugyppius’s mordant description, but

still. His face looks eminently punchable.
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CaliforniaLost Apr 27

We should start with licenses for food, fatboy Mario Voigt looks to have more than one chin, if we

revoked his overeating license, we would be helping with his health, for his safety.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

KD Apr 27

Every politician should have a revocable license, given by the voters. As soon as they start taking

nonsense and acting against the people, we will revoce the license and get rid of them. There is no

room for incompetent and mediocre politicians in any government in this world.
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Jillian Stirling Apr 27

Oh. More moronic ideas.
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Chris Williams Dots and Joins Apr 27

Are the National Socialists attempting resurrection in Germany? Maybe Russia can be called upon

again? Lesser of the evils?
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Polemarchus Apr 27

The famed German penchant for sarcasm and irony doesn’t translate well to English language

readers for many reasons but it hinders clear understanding.
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the long warred the long warred’s Substack Apr 27

What we’ve done with the Left and Democratic centers in America is duplicate the Antebellum

South, mostly on the Campus and the extended Campus of government and Media, HR.

It’s not a Cathedral @Curtis Yarvin , it’s a Plantation.

Not that it doesn’t come with a large amount of Dark skins in chains! But any Plantation needs its

cash crop, the Manor is maintained by suffering and sweat. The antebellum South was not free to

speak except in favor of slavery, now called democracy.

»> Also fair to point out the Republicans and Right left to their own devices too long will duplicate

the Gilded Age, so the Free Laborer and Free Marketeer will indeed face the world on his own

merits, a ruthless world.

… which will quite drive the working man freely into bondage again in exchange for material

benefits.

Yes wretches you sold yourselves into bondage.

I don’t know what conclusion to draw from this except freedom is dangerous but so is slavery.
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Nick Schroeder Nick’s Substack Apr 27

The lying, race baiting, science illiterate, fake news MSM talking heads of the evening news, am

talk shows and morning papers were so humiliated by Trump’s democratic 2016 win that they

poisoned the 2020 electorate with fake news fear mongering deposing Trump an anti-democratic

media coup d’etat.

Democracy is majority rule by mobs manipulated by the lying, race baiting, science illiterate, fake

news pretentious MSM talking heads of the evening news, am talk shows and morning papers.

Which is why the US is a constitutional republic not a democracy.

Fifth grade civics.

Oh, right, no longer taught.
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the long warred the long warred’s Substack Apr 27

The Evils of Banalities.
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Y. Andropov Apr 27

"You'll have to clear that tweet with Dr. Goebbels."
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Tardigrade Apr 27

Why do all these people look like pasty pudgy marshmallows?
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Peachy Apr 27

Wow... the physiognomy of this one is almost comically accurate
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dpci Apr 27

It is nearly impossible to prevent people from speaking their minds. Recall how the Soviet Union

collapsed under the weight of attempting to suppress free thought and speech. But the fact that

Voigt is scheming to silence the views of those who disagree with him reveals his feelings of

inadequacy and the depths of desperation of the intolerant totalitarians like him. With 'leaders' like

Voight, the CDU is comically neither Christian, nor democratic nor united. They should be outlawed

from using such terms to describe their party. The 'Greens' are similarly not what they purport to

be.
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Paula Apr 27

The only response I will allow myself is to write, I sure do feel sorry for his horse.
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Matthew McWilliams Apr 27

As you've pointed out before, the word "democracy" has been reduced to the status of a buzz-

word. It has been totally stripped of any meaning it once had. This is illustrated most splendidly by

the guardians of the Federal REPUBLIC running around screeching about defending their

democracy. Do any of these nitwits understand the definition that term once had? Can one of them

point to an actual democracy functioning somewhere in the World? Sadly, this is not limited to

Germany. Aw, Fuggalu!
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Kim Apr 27

What makes them "centre right"?

Medial dogma?

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1057/s41295-022-00305-5.pdf

> The left–right dimension structures political party systems and [···] it is manifested in the

cleavage structure between

capital and labor

https://manifesto-project.wzb.eu/down/papers/budge_right-left-scale.pdf

> Welfare and Peace as both indicating a Le!ist stance

> Tradition, Freedom and Security on the Right-wing side

> Right emphases: sum of %s for Military: Positive, Freedom and Human Rights, Constitutionalism:

Positive, Political Authority, Free Market Economy, Economic Incentives, Protectionism: Negative,

Economic Orthodoxy, Welfare State Limitation, National Way of Life: Positive, Traditional Morality:

Positive, Law and Order, Civic Mindedness: Positive

> Left Emphases: sum of %s for Anti-imperialism, Military: Negative, Peace, Internationalism:

Positive, Democracy, Market Regulation, Economic Planning, Protectionism: Positive, Controlled

Economy, Nationalisation, Welfare State Expansion, Education Expansion, Labour Groups: Positive

-

None of these parties sitting in the German, nor the Swedish, parliament look right-wing in any

fashion, unless one considers social democracy to be the centre point.

The 'peace' the left emphases is 'Peace through persecution' I guess?
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anrn2025 Apr 27

Don't you EVER change your pseudonym in the pursuit of a more democratic Internet Eugyppius (

PLEASE) 

🤣
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Fabes55 Apr 27

Does Herr Voigt not even realize that when he says "anyone who violates the law (whatever that is)

will be banned" he is giving the impression that the state will allocate access to social media users?

How unaware can this man be?
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DAL-E Llama, PhD, MPhil, MSc Publication Name Goes Here, Dum… Apr 27

That man’s face haunts the dreams of thousands of sex abuse survivors guaranteed
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OliverCA Apr 27

It just never stops, doesn't it? I am afraid that for all the uproar (and thank God for that!) the

Overton window is indeed shifting.
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usNthem Apr 27

Democracy must be protected undemocratically - it’s the only way to be sure…
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Jim Brown HardmoneyJim Apr 27

"Revocable social media licenses" are fiat virtue certificates, which come from the same source as

fiat money. In both cases, the government imagines it can bestow value by decree, and by doing

so, it undermines genuine value, which can only come from an unforced mind.
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DAL-E Llama, PhD, MPhil, MSc Publication Name Goes Here, Dum… Apr 27

Social credit scores by another name

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Kelly Em The Common Surface Apr 27

Remember what Hamilton said about government. To paraphrase, the only thing that works is either

force or interest. A government without corruption is impractical. That was after his system for the

US finances was passed. Hamilton was a slavish admirer of the system which he described is the

most perfect government government ever created by man.

The fly in the ointment is that when corruption exceeds all bounds and becomes like a festering

wound, with damage inflicted on a people at a scale never before seen, no greater destructive force

for a people has ever been invented.
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billb Apr 27

Just look what happened in Scotland when their government tried something similar:

https://substack.com/app-link/post?

publication_id=2441923&post_id=144038120&utm_source=post-email-

title&utm_campaign=email-post-

title&isFreemail=true&r=gog3b&token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjoyODAxNDQ1NSwicG9zdF9pZCI6MTQ0MD

M4MTIwLCJpYXQiOjE3MTQxMzgwMzQsImV4cCI6MTcxNjczMDAzNCwiaXNzIjoicHViLTI0NDE5MjM

iLCJzdWIiOiJwb3N0LXJlYWN0aW9uIn0.DW1WtDJ0seFndeswbDDKnmANCXUXpvyj9yfXa-Kq41w
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